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ABSTRACT 

Background: Children with learning difficulties have significant 

challenges, affecting their cognitive ability and general 

development. Recent studies have highlighted the importance of 

micronutrients and hormonal balances in determining cognitive 

ability. However, knowledge of the connection between these 

physiological markers and mental processes in children with 

learning impairments is still growing. Objectives: The main aim of 

this research was to assess the concentrations of essential 

micronutrients (specifically Vitamin D, C, B vitamins, Magnesium, 

and Zinc) as well as hormones (Thyroxine, Epinephrine, and 

Norepinephrine) in children who have been identified with learning 

difficulties. In addition, the research's objective was to compare the 

aforementioned biochemical levels with those of a control group 

with comparable age and sex characteristics. One of the study's 

primary objectives was to investigate the correlation between the 

aforementioned biochemical parameters and cognitive abilities, as 

assessed by the Language Proficiency Test (LPT) scores in 

children undergoing speech treatment. Materials and Methods: 

160 children between the ages of 6 and 13 were enrolled in this 
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comparative cross-sectional study, which was structured into 

control, pre-test, and post-test cohorts. A comprehensive 

biochemical analysis was gathered from anthropometric 

measurements, demographic data, and blood samples. The 

objective of this methodology was to offer a comprehensive 

comprehension of the possible biochemical elements that impact 

the cognitive development of children who have learning 

disabilities. Cognitive functions were assessed using the LPT. The 

data analysis was conducted using SPSS software, with one-way 

ANOVA and Pearson's correlation coefficient as principal 

statistical instruments. Results: The study unveiled significant 

variations in the concentrations of diverse micronutrients and 

hormones among the various categories. The control group 

generally exhibited elevated concentrations of zinc, magnesium, 

and vitamin D. Significant variability in Thyroxine and 

Catecholamine levels suggested distinct physiological conditions 

among the groups. Notably, the post-test group, which underwent 

speech therapy and received nutritional counseling, demonstrated 

enhanced scores on the LPT compared to the pre-test group. 

Conclusion: This study's findings highlight the significant 

influence of micronutrients and hormones on the cognitive 

functionality of children with learning disabilities. The positive 

association observed between improved levels of nutrients and 

higher LPT scores in the post-test group emphasizes the 

effectiveness of integrated therapeutic approaches. The study 

advocates for including nutritional and hormonal evaluations in 

managing learning disabilities, pointing towards the necessity of 

comprehensive and holistic treatment methodologies.  

 

Keywords: Learning Disabilities, Micronutrients, Hormonal 

Imbalance, Cognitive Functions, Speech Therapy, Child 

Development. 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Children's learning difficulties are a significant public health problem, affecting many areas 

of their development and quality of life [1]. These disorders often emerge as language, 

speech, and cognitive processing difficulties, impairing academic achievement and social 

relationships. A recent study indicates that micronutrients and hormonal imbalances may 

impact cognitive development and functioning [2]. Micronutrients, including Vitamins D, C, 

B6, and B12, and minerals like Magnesium and Zinc, are essential for brain health and 

cognitive functioning [3]. Furthermore, hormones such as Thyroxine and Catecholamines 
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(Epinephrine and Norepinephrine) play an essential role in brain function and development 

[4]. Understanding these linkages is critical for tackling learning problems successfully. 

Despite accumulating research, there still needs to be a considerable gap in knowing 

how certain micronutrients and hormone levels influence cognitive processes in children with 

learning difficulties [5]. Previous research has either focused on discrete components of this 

connection or has been restricted in scope. A more extensive, integrated study is needed, 

particularly on how these biological components interact with treatments such as speech 

therapy. This research aims to bridge this information gap by examining the relationship 

between several micronutrients, hormones, and cognitive functioning in children with 

learning impairments. The goal is to comprehend these biological variables' more 

considerable significance and potential as therapeutic targets. The fundamental purpose of the 

research is to investigate the physiological underpinnings of learning difficulties in children. 

This includes testing for essential micronutrients like Vitamin D, C, B vitamins, Magnesium, 

Zinc, and critical hormones like Thyroxine, Epinephrine, and Norepinephrine.  

The comparison of these biochemical indicators with those of a control group of age 

and sex-matched peers without cognitive difficulties is a critical part of the research. 

Furthermore, the study aims to analyze the association between these biochemical markers 

and cognitive skills as determined by Language Proficiency Test (LPT) scores and assess the 

predictive significance of these indicators in children receiving speech treatment. The 

research intends to shed light on the complex relationships between biochemical parameters 

and cognitive development in children with learning difficulties, possibly influencing future 

treatment techniques and interventions in child development. 

Materials and Methods 

Ethics Committee Approval: This study adhered to the highest ethical standards and fully 

complied with the guidelines set by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Ethics 

Committee. The protocol for this research was rigorously reviewed and received formal 

approval from the IRB, ensuring that all procedures involving human participants were 

ethical, safe, and respectful of participant rights and well-being. This compliance underscores 

the commitment to uphold ethical principles in research, particularly when involving 

vulnerable populations such as children with learning disabilities. All procedures involving 

human participants aligned with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments or 

comparable ethical standards. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants' 

parents or legal guardians. 

Study Design and Population: The study was a comparative cross-sectional analysis. It 

involved a total of 160 children, aged between 6 and 13 years, diagnosed with learning 

disabilities. The participants were divided into three groups: control (40 children), pre-test 

(60 children), and post-test (60 children). The control group comprised age and sex-matched 

peers without learning disabilities. 

Data Collection: Demographic and Anthropometric Data: Age, height, weight, and Body 

Mass Index (BMI) were recorded for each participant. 

Biochemical Assessments: Blood samples were collected to measure levels of micronutrients 

(Vitamin D, C, B vitamins, Magnesium, Zinc) and hormones (Thyroxine, Epinephrine, 

Norepinephrine). 
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Language Proficiency Test (LPT): All participants underwent an LPT to assess their 

cognitive functions about speech and language abilities. 

Analytical Methods: Micronutrient and Hormone Analysis: Blood samples were analyzed 

using standard biochemical methods to quantify the levels of specified micronutrients and 

hormones. 

Statistical Analysis: Data were analyzed using SPSS software. Descriptive statistics (mean, 

standard deviation) were used to summarize the data. One-way ANOVA was employed to 

compare the means between the groups, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to 

assess the relationships between biochemical parameters and LPT scores. A p-value of less 

than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

Intervention: The post-test group underwent a specific intervention program focusing on 

speech therapy and nutritional guidance tailored to address learning disabilities over six 

months before the study's commencement. 

Quality Control and Assurance: All biochemical analyses were performed in a laboratory 

with standardized quality control protocols. Calibration of equipment and validation of 

methods were conducted regularly to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the results. 

This comprehensive approach to materials and methods ensures that the study's 

findings are robust and can contribute significantly to understanding the role of 

micronutrients and hormones in cognitive functions among children with learning disabilities. 

Results  

Demographic and Anthropometric Insights: The demographic data from the study 

underscores a significant concentration of participants within the younger age bracket, 

specifically between 6-8 years. This focus on early childhood is particularly crucial given the 

rapid pace of mental and physical development during these formative years. Such a period is 

often critical for identifying and intervening in cognitive development issues, making this age 

range especially relevant for the study. Regarding anthropometric measures - height, weight, 

and Body Mass Index (BMI) - slight variations were noted among the control, post-test, and 

pre-test groups. These differences indicate the potential influence nutritional status may have 

on physical growth. Nutrition, a key development component, can profoundly impact 

physical and cognitive development.  

Moreover, the variation in BMI across different age groups suggests diverse nutritional 

statuses among the participants. BMI may represent dietary sufficiency and general health as 

a measure of body composition. These disparities in BMI may be related to different degrees 

of cognitive development, emphasizing the significance of assessing physical health 

alongside mental examinations. These anthropometric data are critical for assessing the 

children's physical health in the research. Physical fitness is often connected to cognitive 

development, especially in early life. The study may give more thorough insights into the 

overall developmental state of the children by assessing various measurements, which is 

critical for developing effective treatments and support methods for people with learning 

difficulties. 

Age (Yrs) Count % of Column 

6-7 46 28.75% 

7-8 45 28.13% 
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8-9 21 13.13% 

9-10 18 11.25% 

10-11 12 7.50% 

11-12 13 8.13% 

12-13 5 3.13% 

All 160 100.00% 

Nutritional Status and Cognitive Function: This research examines how certain 

micronutrients, including Vitamin D, affect cognitive skills in children with learning 

difficulties. The disparities in vitamin D levels across research groups are very noticeable. 

The control group of children without learning problems had greater Vitamin D levels than 

the pre-test and post-test groups of children with learning disabilities. Vitamin D is essential 

for brain development and function since it influences neuronal growth and neuroplasticity. 

Lower levels of Vitamin D in the pre- and post-test groups imply a possible link between a 

lack of Vitamin D and impaired cognitive capacities in children with learning impairments. 

This link is crucial because it opens the door to thinking about Vitamin D levels as a signal of 

physical health and a possible contributor to cognitive function. 

This conclusion is consistent with new studies indicating the necessity of enough 

Vitamin D for good cognitive function. Lower Vitamin D levels in children with learning 

difficulties may indicate either a function for this deficiency in the development of learning 

disabilities or a result of the disease that impairs food intake or nutrient absorption. 

Understanding this relationship is critical as it could lead to new strategies for managing 

learning disabilities, potentially involving nutritional interventions to improve or support 

cognitive functions. Similarly, the differences in levels of other micronutrients like Vitamin 

C, Folate, Vitamin B6, Vitamin B12, Magnesium, and Zinc across the groups hint at a 

complex interaction between nutrition and cognitive functions. These micronutrients are 

essential for various brain functions, including neurotransmitter synthesis, oxidative stress 

management, and overall brain health. Moreover, the fluctuating levels of hormones such as 

Thyroxine, Epinephrine, and Norepinephrine indicate a possible connection between 

physiological stress responses and cognitive abilities. These hormones affect the body's stress 

response and cognitive functions like attention, memory, and problem-solving. The observed 

hormonal differences might reflect the study population's varying stress levels, metabolic 

differences, or other underlying physiological factors. 

Language Proficiency Test (LPT) Scores: A critical aspect of the study is the LPT test 

scores, which directly measure cognitive function in the context of learning disabilities. The 

higher mean scores in the post-test group compared to the pre-test and control groups indicate 

the interventions' effectiveness in improving cognitive functions. This suggests that targeted 

interventions, possibly including speech therapy and nutritional adjustments, could positively 

impact language proficiency and, by extension, cognitive development in children with 

learning disabilities. 

Variable CATEGORY Total Count Mean Score StDev 

LPT Test score CONTROL 40 260.38 10.01 

 

POST 60 263.65 11.65 
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Variable CATEGORY Total Count Mean Score StDev 

 

PRE 60 252.97 10.60 

 

The results of this study highlight a complex and nuanced relationship between 

nutritional status, hormonal balance, and cognitive functions in children with learning 

disabilities. It is evident from the differences in micronutrient and hormone levels among the 

groups that addressing dietary deficiencies and hormonal imbalances could play a pivotal role 

in enhancing cognitive functions and overall development in these children. This finding 

underscores the necessity of adopting comprehensive approaches that integrate nutritional 

support alongside educational and therapeutic interventions, tailoring them to the specific 

needs of children with learning disabilities. 

However, the study has its limitations. The sample size and the specific demographic 

characteristics of the participants may limit the ability to generalize these findings to a 

broader population. Future studies should consider longitudinal designs that track changes 

over time to build on this research. Such studies could provide deeper insights into the direct 

impact of specific micronutrients and hormonal adjustments on cognitive improvements. 

Exploring the intricate interactions between dietary habits, physical health, and cognitive 

functions would also be valuable. These investigations could reveal more about effective 

intervention strategies catering to this group's unique needs. 

In conclusion, this study casts a spotlight on the crucial role that micronutrients and 

hormones play in the cognitive development of children with learning disabilities. The 

findings point to the potential benefits of targeted nutritional and hormonal interventions in 

improving cognitive functions. Emphasizing holistic approaches, this research advocates for 

the inclusion of comprehensive treatment and support strategies that address both the 

educational and health-related needs of children with learning disabilities. By paving the way 

for further research in this field, the study contributes to a better understanding and more 

effective management of the complex needs of these children, aiming for their optimal 

development and growth. 

Discussion 

The study has provided significant insights into the complex relationship between 

micronutrients, hormones, and cognitive functions in children with learning disabilities. A 

pivotal finding is the variation in essential nutrients, such as Vitamin D, C, B vitamins, 

Magnesium, and Zinc, and their potential impact on cognitive abilities. The higher Vitamin D 

levels in the control group compared to the pre and post-test groups are particularly 

noteworthy. This finding may suggest a correlation between Vitamin D levels and cognitive 

performance in children with learning disabilities. Additionally, variations in hormones like 

Thyroxine, Epinephrine, and Norepinephrine indicate differing physiological states among 

the groups, which could have implications for cognitive functions. The improved scores in 

the Language Proficiency Test (LPT) for the post-test group also suggest a positive impact of 

interventions on cognitive abilities. 

This study aligns with existing research, reinforcing Vitamin D's role in children's 

cognitive functions, as noted in previous studies [6]. However, it also presents a contrast, 

particularly in hormonal variations and their impact on cognitive abilities, which some 
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studies have yet to highlight significantly [7]. These differences could be due to varying 

methodologies, demographic profiles, or environmental factors in the respective study 

populations. The strength of this study lies in its comprehensive approach, assessing a broad 

spectrum of micronutrients and hormones and correlating these with cognitive functions. 

Using control, pre-test, and post-test groups provides a nuanced understanding of these 

relationships. However, the study has limitations. The relatively small sample size and 

potential confounding variables such as dietary habits, socio-economic status, and genetic 

factors, which were not controlled for, may limit the generalizability of the findings. These 

limitations underscore the need for caution in extending these results to a broader population. 

Conclusion 

The study embarked on an explorative journey to understand the interplay between 

micronutrients, hormones, and cognitive functions in children with learning disabilities. It 

uncovered that essential micronutrients and hormones vary significantly between children 

with and without learning disabilities, highlighting the intricate biological underpinnings that 

may influence cognitive development. The control group's higher levels of Vitamin D, in 

particular, point to a potential link between Vitamin D deficiency and learning disabilities. 

Furthermore, the improvement in cognitive functions, as evidenced by higher LPT scores in 

the post-test group, underscores the efficacy of integrated approaches combining therapeutic 

strategies with nutritional support.  

While the study offers valuable insights, its limitations, including the small sample 

size and uncontrolled variables, necessitate a cautious approach to generalizing the findings. 

Despite these constraints, the study contributes significantly to the field of child development 

and learning disabilities. It advocates for a holistic approach to managing and treating 

children with learning disabilities, emphasizing the importance of considering biochemical 

and therapeutic interventions. Future research should aim to build on these findings, ideally 

through longitudinal studies, to provide deeper insights into how targeted nutritional 

interventions, alongside traditional therapies, can enhance cognitive development and quality 

of life for children with learning disabilities. 
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